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Abstract 
A simple proof of Grf inbaum's theorem on the 3-colourability of planar graphs having at 
most three 3-cycles is given, which does not employ the colouring extension. 
In 1958, Gr6tzsch I-5] proved that every planar graph without cycles of length three 
is 3-colourable. In 1963, Griinbaum [6] extended this result as follows: 
Theorem 1. Every planar graph with at most three 3-cycles is 3-colourable. 
The number of 3-cycles is best possible due to K 4. 
Actually, GriJnbaum [6] got Theorem 1 as a corollary from the following 
statement: 
Claim 2. Let G be a plane graph with faces only of length 3, 4, and 5. Then 
(a) /f in G there are at most three 3-cycles, then G is 3-colourable; 
(b) /f in G there is at most one 3-cycle, then every 3-colouring of a face of G can be 
extended to a 3-colouring of G. 
Claim 2 was included with the proof in the monographs [8, 9], but in 1972, Gallai 
discovered the counterexample presented in Fig. 1: the 3-colouring of the outside 
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Fig. 1. 
5-face cannot be extended to the inside vertex. As a result, the main Theorem 1 was 
also deprived of its proof. 
In 1974, Aksenov [1] proved the following version of Claim 2. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a plane graph with faces of lengths 3, 4, and 5. Then 
(a) /f in G there are at most three 3-cycles, then G is 3-colourable; 
(b) /f in G there is at most one 3-cycle, then every 3-colouring of face f of G can be 
extended to a 3-colouring of G, unless f is a 5-face having a common edge e with 3-cycle, 
and the colour of the vertex in the boundary off  opposite to e does not occur on the other 
vertices incident with f
The only correct proof of Theorem 1 known up to now is based on Aksenov's 
Theorem 3 [1]. The present state and the history of the 3-colour problem in general is 
surveyed by Steinberg [10] and in Ch. 2 of monograph by Jensen and Toft [7]. In 
particular, Steinberg [10, p. 220] remarks that "despite the full rehabilitation of 
Grtinbaum's Theorem (Theorem 1 - -  O.B.) almost two decades ago, many graph 
theorists to this day are uncertain of its status, ... ". 
The purpose of this note is to give simple proof of Theorem 1 which does not 
require colouring extension as part of the induction hypothesis. This avoids compli- 
cated conditions uch as those in Theorem 3, and consequently eads to a shorter 
proof. Instead, a technique is used that was developed by the author beginning with 
[2-4]. The main point is that a reducible configuration is searched for not in the whole 
graph but inside certain short cycle if any. This approach allows us relatively easily to 
avoid loops and similar obstacles under contractions. The new idea of portionwise 
colouring is also used. 
It is convenient to prove a slightly more general statement. 
Theorem 1". Every loopless planar multigraph with at most three 3-cycles is 
3-colourable. 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample with the minimum number of vertices. Obviously, 
(1) G is 2-connected, 
(2) no vertex of G has degree less than 3, and 
(3) there is no separating 3-cycle in G. 
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Remind that if C is a cycle in a plane graph, then Int(C) or Ext(C) is the subgraph 
induced by the vertices lying inside or outside C, respectively. If both lnt(C) and 
Ext(C) contain at least one vertex, then C is called separating. We may assume 
that in G. 
(4) there are no multiple edges, and 
(5) there are no faces of size greater than 5. 
Indeed, the underlying graph of G obtained by removing all but one edge from 
every set of multiple edges with the same end vertices is also a counterexample. If 
f=  vlv2 . . . .  ,Uk, k >~ 6, is a face of G, then either G + vlv4 or G + VEV5 or G +/)3/)6 
contains no loops, multiple edges or new 3-cycles. 
(6) There are no 4-faces in G. 
Let f = xyzu be such a face. Denote the result of identifying vertices v, w in G by 
Gv.w. Then neither of G . . . .  Gr, u contains a loop. Due to induction, each of them 
contains at least one separating 3-cycle. Thus, we have chains xulvz, 1 <~i<<. L, 
u = Uo, and yz~vu, 1 <~j <~ R, z = Zo with common vertex v. We can draw G so that the 
paths are as on Fig. 2. 
Remark 4. Several times in the proof of Theorem 1", we make use of what can be 
called the portionwise colouring: Suppose we have a plane graph H with a separating 
3-cycle T. It is easy to see that H is 3-colourable if and only if so is each of the 
subgraphs H1 = H \ Int (T) and H2 = H \ Ext(T).  We can apply this observation to 
H1 and H2 and so on. Ultimately, we arrive at the set of induced subgraphs of 
H without separating 3-cycles, called portions, from which H can be reconstructed 
in the backward order. Clearly, if each portion of H is 3-colourable, then so is H. 
Thus, the very idea of the portionwise colouring is quite simple. The point is how to 
apply it. 
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 1". In G . . . .  there are separating cycles zuiv, 
where 1 ~< i ~< L. Clearly, there are L + 1 portions: Pi = Gx.z\(lnt(zui-1 v)wExt(zulv)) 
Fig. 2. 
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for 1 ~< i ~< L, and the outside portion P0 = Gx.z\Int(zuLv). Since G is not 3-colour- 
able by assumption, so is at least one of the portions. But a portion is not 3- 
colourable, due to the minimality of G, only if it contains at least four 3-cycles. 
Observe that Pi contains exactly two 3-cycles which do not exist in G for each 
1 ~< i ~< L, and exactly one such a cycle if i = 0. It follows that one of Pi where 
1 ~< i ~< L contains both triangles of G other than uvz. But then every portion of 
Gy., contains at most three triangles, which implies G is 3-colourable. This completes 
the proof of (6) and it follows that every face is a triangle or a pentagon. 
(7) No vertex of degree 3 is incident with a triangle. 
A 3-vertex cannot be incident with three triangles because this would imply the 
existence of a forth triangle in G. If v is incident with faces vvl v2, up 21)3, 1)I) 1 xy1)3, then 
in G' = G . . . .  3\v there are no loops. But every portion of G' contains at most one 
triangle of G (because VVa v2 and vv2 v3 are destroyed). It follows that G is 3-colourable. 
Finally, assume v is incident with a triangle vv2v3 and two pentagons (see Fig. 3). 
Then, due to the same portionwise arguments as in (6), at least one of G . . . .  2\v, 
Gv, ,~\v is 3-colourable, and so is G, a contradiction. This proves (7). 
Introduce subgraphs H and H* of G as follows. If in G there are no separating 4- or 
5-cycles, then we take any of them, S', and assume that inside (not outside) S' there is 
at most one triangle of G. Then let S be a separating 4- or 5-cycle with the least interior 
among those enclosed in S' (perhaps S = S'). Denote by H the subgraph of G induced 
by the vertices lying inside S, i.e. H = Int(S). For H*, we take the subgraph obtained 
from G by removing vertices and edges lying outside S, i.e. H* = G\Ext(S) .  
If in G there are no separating 4- or 5-cycles, we put H = H*  = G, S = 0. 
For a vertex v on S, we from now on use d(1)) to denote its degree in H*. 
Define a pentagon vl v2 v31)4/)5, vertex v a, and edge v3 v4 to be special if vl is either 
a 4-vertex incident with three triangles, or a 2-vertex in S. Observe that no special 
4-vertex can be in H if S ~ 0. 
% 
Fig. 3. 
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Remark 5. These special objects would be difficult to handle in what follows, but they 
are rare in G, and therefore can be avoided. 
(8) g in  a pentagon vlv2 ... vs, vertices v l ,v2 ,v3 ,v4  are all 3-vertices of H, then at 
least one of edges v lv2,  v2v3 is special. 
Assume that on Fig. 4, xl and x2 are not special. Remove Vl, v2, v3. First observe 
that identifying w2 with w3 (or wl with w2) does not result in loops. Let us verify that 
3-cycles also cannot be created. Assume there is a path w2abw3 where x2¢{a,b} .  If 
C = x2w2abw3 is not separating, then x2 is adjacent to a or b by (2) and hence to both 
of them by (6), i.e. is special. 
Now assume C is separating, i.e. S does exist. By minimality of S, either a or b, say a, 
is outside S. Since both v2 and v3 are inside S, w2 ~ S and {wa,b} c~S :~ 0. Clearly, S is 
divided by C into two paths. A shorter of them cannot have length 1 by (2), (3), (7) and 
the assumption on x2 not to be special. It follows, it has length 2 and being combined 
with w2 v2 v3 w3 if w3 ~ S or with w2 x2 w3 b if b E S provides a separating 5-cycle strictly 
enclosed in S. 
Thus, identifying any of pairs {wt,w2} and {w2,w3} does not create loops or 
3-cycles. 
Observe that if identifying any of the pairs {wl, v4} and {w3, v5 } creates a loop, then 
identifying the other creates no loops or 3-cycles. Consider the possibility of creating 
\ 
\ 
Fig. 4. 
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3-cycles both under identifying {w~, v4 } and under identifying {wa, v5 }. We have paths 
v5 QRwa and either wl Rw4 or wl Q w4. In either case we readily discover a separating 
4- or 5-cycle enclosed in S, a contradiction. 
Thus, we can identify either {w~, v4} or {w3, Vs} without creating loops or 3-cycles. 
Accompanying the first by identifying w2 with w3; the second by Wl with w2. In both 
cases we get a graph having a 3-colouring. It remains to colour v~, v2, v3. 
Case 1: w2, w3 are coloured with ~ and wl, v4 with ft. If~ = fl, we colour the vertices 
in order: Vl,V2,Va. If e ¢ fl, we first colour v2 with fl, then va and v3 with any 
admissible colours. 
Case 2:wl,w2 are coloured with e and w3, v5 with ft. If e = fl, we colour con- 
secutivly v3, v2, vl. If e ~ fl, we first colour v2 with fl, then vl and va. 
This contradiction completes the proof of (8). 
Euler formula IV[ - [El + [FI = 2 for H* can be rewritten as 
~, (d (v ) -4 )+ ~ ( r ( f ) -4 )= -8 ,  
v~V(H*) jEF(H*) 
where r(f) is  the size of facef Put c(x) = d(x) - 4 ifx e V(H*) and c(f)  = r(f)  - 4 if 
f e F(H*). Then 
c(x) = - 8. (9) 
x~V(H*)~F(H*) 
Redistribute the charges c(x), preserving their sum, as follows: every 3-vertex in H gets 
½ from every incident face. A special vertex transfers ½ across the special face and 
special edge to the neighbour face. The resulting charges of vertices and faces x of H* 
are denoted by c*(x). 
Clearly, c*(v) >~ 0 for v ~ V(H). Iffis a triangle, then c*(f) = - 1. Iffis a pentagon, 
then it is either incident with at most three 3-vertices of H, which implies 
c*(f) ~> 1 - 3.½, or is incident with four or five vertices of H, but then by (8) is also 
incident with one or two special edges, respectively, getting ½ across these, which 
results in c*(f) >~ 0 in all cases. 
If S = 0, a special 4-vertex v is the only one vertex with negative c*(v) = - ½. We 
have from (9) 
- 1"3  - ½ <<. Y" c* (x )  = ~ c (x )  = - 8, 
xeV(H*)uF(H*) x~V(H*)~F(H*) 
a contradiction. 
It follows, S ¢ O. Then in H* there is at most one triangle. If S =/)1/32v3/)4 and 
d(v2) = d(v3)= 2, then there is a pentagon xvlvzv3v4 and the cycle obtained from 
S by replacing vlv2v3v,, with vlxv,, is separating and enclosed in S. Thus, no two 
vertices in S are adjacent, so there are at most two of them. We have 
-2½"2-1 ' ( IS I -2 )~< ~ c*(v). 
w V (S) 
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Observe that the outside facef has c*(f) = ISI - 4, and 
- 1-1 + ISI - 4 ~< ~ c*(x) .  
x6V(H*)uF(H*) 
It follows from (9) that 
- -  72  <~ ~, c*(x)  = Z c(x)  = - 8. 
xEV(H*)uF(H*) x~V(H*)wF(H*) 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1". [] 
Conclusion. In connection with Theorem 1, Erd6s asked (see [10, p. 220]) whether or 
not there were only three 4-critical graphs with four 3-cycles. Developing further the 
idea of portionwise colouring, I have proved that there are precisely 15 infinite 
families of 4-critical planar graphs with four 3-cycles. The proof will be published 
elsewhere. 
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